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Government of India
National Company Law Tribunal
Allahabad Bench
6/7-B, Panna Lal Road, Prayagraj-211002

(Phone/Fax: 0532-2256803)
No. 498 /11/NCLT-ALD/22

&t Apr 2022

SECOND NOTICE REGARDING REMOVAL OFDEFECTS OBSERVED
DURING SCRUTINY AND ADHERENCE OF TIMELINES
1.
Reference is made to the first notice issued on date 13 Apr 2022 and uploaded on NCLT Website for
information to all the stakeholders.
.

2.

Rule 28(4) of NCLT Rules 2016 which is endorsed below: "28. Endorsement and serutiny of petition or appeal or document. -

(1) The person in charge of the filing counter shall immediately on receipt of petition or appeal or
application or document affix the date stamp of Tribunal thereon and also on the additional copies of the index
and return the acknowledgement to the party and he shall also affix his initials on the stamp affixed on the first
page of the copies and enter the particulars ofall such documents in the register after daily filing and assign a
diary number which shall be entered below the date stamp and thereafter cause it to be sent for scrutiny.
(2) If, on scrutiny, the appeal or petition or application or document is found to be defective, such
document shall, after notice to the party, be returned for compliance and if there is a failure to comply within
seven days from the date of return, the same shall be placed before the Registrar who may pass appropriate
orders.

(3) The Registrar may for sufficient cause return the said document for rectification or amendment
to the party filing the same, and for this purpose may allow to the party concerned such reasonable time as he
may consider necessary or extend the time for compliance.

4) Where the party fails to take any step for the removal of the defect within the time fixed for
the same, the Registrar may, for reasons to be recorded in writing, decline to register the pleading or
document."

3.

All the stake holders are hereby intimated that the timelines related to the defect rectification and

removal as intimated through Email at the time of serutinymay pleasebe adhered to fortimely disposal of the

litigations. Also, if for any reasons, the defect is being rectified afterintimated timelines hasexpired,the litigants
are hereby advised to submit the rectified documents with an application duly mentioning the Diary/Filing
No addressed to the Registrar, NCLT Allahabad Bench for condoning the delay period duly justifying the cause
of delay. On disposal of the application only, the reetification will be accepted or declined otherwise from
registration of the pleading

or

document.

However, it has been observed that despite sufficient time being given the concerned parties have not

4.
rectified the defects. As a last chance an additional seven days' time (from date of uploading on NCLT

are not rectified within this
Website) is being given for rectification of defects. All such cases under defect, if,
additional time allowed shall be rejected for registration and files shall be consigned to records.

3.

Registry

Issued under the orders of HoD/ Member (T)

Scrutiny CIk

No documents to be accepted without application
for condonation of delay in case intimated timelines have expired.
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